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The project I’d been working on was com-
ing along nicely. But the next step presented 
a real challenge — cutting a tenon on the 
ends of several long rails. 

Since these rails would hang over the 
side of the table saw, I’d have to rig up a 
support just to keep them from tipping. 
And even then, those rails would still be 
awkward to handle — long pieces always 
seem to twist away from the mitre gauge 
when making the cut.

So I took a different approach altogether. 

Instead of bringing the pieces to the table 
saw, I made a handy jig which would let 
me easily rout the tenons with only a hand-
held router. 

TWO CUTS IN ONE. This jig provides a way 
to cut both parts of the tenon. To cut the 
cheek, the workpiece is held flat in the top 
part of the jig. The cuts on the edge are 
made with the workpiece placed against 
the side of the jig. In both cases, the work-
piece is fixed while the router is guided 
along a fence, so there’s almost no limit 
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Router Tenoning Jig
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to the length of a piece you can rout. And 
the jig can handle stock up to 145mm wide.

SHORT PIECES. One more note. As I was 
routing the tenons on my rails, I realised it 
would be a shame to use this jig for long 
pieces only. With its easy setup and accurate 
results, it’s ideal for routing tenons on short 
pieces, too.

BASE
The foundation of the jig is an L-shaped base 
that clamps to the bench.

TOP. I began by making the top (A) of the 
base from 18mm MDF (drawing at left). The 
top provides a flat, stable surface for the 
workpiece when routing the cheeks.

SIDE. After cutting the top to size, the next 
step is to add a two-part side. To guide a 
support rail (added later), the side has two 
T-shaped slots (M6 T-Bolts and nuts avail-
able from McJing)

M6 NUT

M6 x 
50mm 
T-BOLT
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An easy way to make these T-slots is to 
start by cutting a pair of wide trenches in 
a side piece (B). Then glue on a Masonite-
facing (C) and complete the slots by cut-
ting narrow trenches centred on the ones 
below, as shown in detail ‘a’ of Figure 1.

SUPPORT RAIL. After screwing the side and 
top together, I added a hardwood sup-
port rail (D), which you can see in Figure 
2. It holds up the workpiece when mak-
ing the edge cuts.

To accomodate pieces of different 
widths, the support rail slides up and 
down the T-slots in the base. Two hard-
wood keys (E) glued into trenches in the 
support rail keep it aligned.

The support rail is held in place with 
toilet bolts and star knobs. The head of 
each bolt fits in the T-slot (Figure 2, detail 
‘a’). And the shank passes through a hole 
drilled through the key and support rail. 
Tightening a knob on the bolt pulls the 
head against the facing (C) and locks the 
rail in place.

NARROW STRIPS
After screwing the side to the top, I added 
three narrow strips of hardwood. They 
are the basis for a stop and fence that are 
added later. Note: I made all three strips 
from two 12mm-thick blanks (Figure 3).

GUIDE BLOCK. To keep the stop aligned, a 
guide block (F) is attached to a corner of 
the base. Here again, a T-shaped slot in 
the guide block makes the stop adjust-
able. But this time, I routed the slot using 
two different size straight bits in the 
router table. Safety Note: To avoid work-
ing with a small piece, I routed the slot in 
one of the long blanks and then cut the 
block to length (Figure 3).

CLEAT & EDGE GUIDE. In addition to the guide 
block, I added a cleat (G) and edge guide 
(H). Both parts are used to locate the fence 
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Hardware
(5) 8g x 38mm c/s woodscrews 
(2) 6g x 16mm c/s Brass woodscrews 
(5) M6 x 75mm T- bolts 
(5) M6 Star knobs 
(5) 6mm x 32mm washers 
(2) M6 nuts

on the base. And the edge guide posi-
tions the workpiece so it’s square to the 
fence.

To hold the fence in place, there’s a 
T-bolt anchored in the cleat and edge 
guide, see detail ‘a’ on page 6. The head 

of each bolt fits in a counterbore in the 
bottom of the cleats. A counterbore on top 
creates a “pocket” for a nut that secures 
the bolt.

After installing the bolts, just glue the 
cleat and edge guide in place.
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FENCE SYSTEM
The heart of the tenoning jig is a sliding 
fence system that guides the router as you 
make a cut.

PLATFORM. To support the base of the 
router, it rides on a Masonite platform (I), 
as in Figure 4. This platform is cut to final 
length, but it’s extra wide to start.

FENCE. Before trimming it to width, I 
glued on a hardwood fence (J). A pair of 
slots in the fence (and platform) fit over 
the T-bolts in the base, and they allow 
you to adjust the fence.

TRIM PLATFORM. Now you can trim the 
platform to width. The idea is to use the 
same bit that will be used to rout the ten-
ons. (I used a 12mm straight bit.) This 
creates a reference edge that indicates the 
path of the bit, as shown in Figure 5.

Note: The bit may not be perfectly cen-
tred in the base of the router. So it’s best to 

mark a line on the base where it contacts 
the fence. Then keep this mark against the 
fence as you trim the platform to width, 
as in detail ‘a’ below.

BACKUP BLOCK. The next step is to add a 
backup block (K) to the bottom of the 
platform (Figure 6). This block reduces 
chipout where the bit cuts through the 
workpiece.

ALIGNMENT BLOCKS. After attaching the 
backup block with glue and screws, I 
added two thick alignment blocks (L), 
which you can see in Figure 4 above. 
These blocks keep the fence square to 
the workpiece, so it’s important that 
the blocks are glued square to the edge 
guide and that they align with each other 
(detail ‘a’ of Figure 4 above).

Backup Block. To reduce chipout,  slide 
the fence in so the backup block butts up 
against the workpiece.
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ADJUSTABLE STOP
To ensure accurate results, I added an 
adjustable stop that automatically posi-
tions the workpiece for each of the shoul-
der cuts. The stop is an H-shaped assem-
bly that slides over the guide block on the 
base (Figure 7)

The shape of the stop creates two “legs.” 
When routing the cheek of the tenon, the 
workpiece butts up against the leg that 
rests on the base (Figure 7, detail ‘a’). 
And when routing the edge, the leg that 
extends over the base acts as a stop.

But why do you need a double-ended 
stop? The reason has to do with the length 
of the tenon.

If you’re routing a short (stub) tenon, 

the router bit will cut into the stop. So on 
one end, the legs are notched to avoid get-
ting chewed up, see upper photo above. 
But for long tenons (anything longer 
than13mm if you’re using a 12.7mm  bit), 
I use the thick ends of the stop.

ALIGNMENT. No matter which end of the 
stop you’re using, the important thing 
is that the end of one leg aligns with the 
end of the other. This ensures that the 
shoulders of the tenon will be perfectly 
aligned on all four sides of the work-
piece. To accomplish this, I made two 
identical legs (M) from a single blank 
of 19mm-thick stock, see the drawings 
below. Because of their small size, I found 
that it’s best to cut the legs from an extra-

long blank, keeping your hands away 
from the action.

CROSSPIECE. The legs are connected with 
a crosspiece (N) made from a thin strip 
of stock, as you can see in Figure 7. 
Before gluing the legs in place, I drilled 
a centred hole in the crosspiece to accept 
another T-bolt.

After sliding the head of the bolt into 
the T-slot in the guide block, just tighten 
the knob on the end to lock the stop in 
place. Leaving the adjustable stop in place 
while you rout the tenon will ensure all 
shoulders are aligned, and that multiple 
tenons will all be cut identically. W

Stub Tenons. 
Avoid cutting 
into the stop 
by using the 
notched ends of 
the legs when 
routing short 
(stub) tenons.

Long Tenons. 
If the tenon is 
longer than the 
diameter of the 
bit, simply use 
the thick end of 
the legs instead.
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MAKING THE LEGS

Rebate and Trench. To make two identical legs for the adjustable 
stop, start by rebating one end of an oversized blank, then cut a 
wide trench for the crosspiece.

Rip it Good. After cutting the legs to length, sand a bevel 
on each end to provide a relief are for dust. Then rip two 
narrow strips to form the legs of the stop.
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